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THE. GRANVILLE TOBACCO WILT;* A
PRELIMINARY BULLETIN.

BY F. L. STEVENS AND W. G. SACKETT.
INTRODUCTION.

A disease of tobacco so destructive that its spread throughout thecountry would imply annihilation of the industry of tobacco growinghas made its appearance in Granville County, North Carolina. Sincethe chief symptom of the disease is a wilting of the leaves it is ap-propriate to know the disease as a wilt. Inasmuch as other Wilts mayhave been or may later be found to affect tobacco plants, this wiltmay further be distinguished as the Granville wilt, naming it afterthe county in North Carolina whence it was first accurately de—scribed. 'The disease is spreading and the object of the present bulletin isto call attention to its nature, and to indicate such measures of pre-vention as may check or stop its Spread into regions at present unaf-fected.
DESCRIPTION.

The Wilting.—The first indication of the disease is given throughthe leaves which droop, becoming soft and flabby as: though sufieringfrom want of water. This symptom is not accompanied by anychange in color; the leaves remaining green for some time after thewilt appears. As a rule the lower leaves droop first, the wilting gradu-ally proceeding from the ground upward. A typical case is shownon the front page of this bulletin. Frequently the leaves on one sideof the plant, as is shown by one of the plants in fig. 5, succumb earlierthan those on the other side. Some growers believe that one side ofthe plant may occasionally survive to maturity, though the other sidebe wilted, but that is not usual. Frequently even a single leaf Willshow one-sided infection.The wilted leaves soon die, dry up and eventually the whole stalkdies. It then remains standing with its dead leaves still hang-ing as in fig. 8. It is thus not to be confounded with temporary wilt—ing due to lack of moisture, excessive heat, etc.The Stem—At the stage of earliest wilting a section across thestem shows a yellowish discoloration of the woody portion. In moreadvanced stages, or in sections taken lower on the stem, the wood is
. * This disease has been known to the Station for two or more years. The number of queriesconcerning it and its evident seriousness leads to special investigation of it at this time. Apress bulletin has already been issued by this Station (August 22) under the caption “ ADangerous Tobacco Disease."
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found either on its inner or outer parts to be penetrated longitudi-nally by black streaks, varying in size from that of a cambric needle. to that of a knitting needle. These streaks are so abundant in stagesimmediately preceding death that the whole or nearly all of the woodseems to be so affected. Frequently similar streaks penetrate thet , pith, though this is only in the most extreme cases. The blackstreaks in the wood are usually more abundant adjacent to the cam-bium than to the pith, and simply removing the bark from near thebase of sick plants, discloses them in abundance. The blackeningoften progresses from the wood outward through the bark, producingshrunken, blackened patches on the surface of the stem.In more advanced stages when all the leaves are wilting the woodand bark at the base of the plant are blackened nearly throughoutand the pith has decayed leaving the stem hollow or filled with asoft, rotten residue. The bark near the level of the ground turnsblack, and becomes dry and hard. The pith and wood in the upperportions of the plant usually dry up before decay overtakes them re-sulting in the collapse of the upper portions of the plant in irregularlongitudinal folds in parts where the woody layer is too soft to main—tain the shape of the plant when the support of the distended pith iswithdrawn.* If a badly disease-d plant be cut ofi near the ground,a dirty yellowish exudate issues from the cut wood, accumulating ina layer one or two millimetres thick. This exudate is slightly vis—cous, hanging together in strands two to four millimetres long whenpicked with a knife point.The Root—The root seems to be the seat of the original infection,and any plant in a stage of disease advanced enough to show symp~toms in its foliage will be found to possess roots already in an ad-vanced stage of decay. In early stages one root or more may bediseased (fig. 10) ; in later stages all succumb (fig. 11) ; in the moreadvanced stages of disease in any root the bark is black, soft and dry,a spongy mass of fibre left by the decay of the more watery parts.In the worst cases even this spongy covering may drop off leaving thewood of the root bare and dry. Usually, however, the bark remainsas a spongy layer, surrounded by a dry papery jacket more or lesscracked transversely, the remains of the epidermis. The decay ischaracteristically a dry one, although if the soil be wet with rain theq decayed residue may become slimy, wet, and mushy,The wood of the root undergoes changes similar to those of thestem. In the root as in the stem the disease manifests itself earlierin the wood than in the bark, appearing first as longitudinal streaksof black, in that portion of the woody cylinder lying close to thebark. The disease is most conspicuous in the largest roots, but the
*The stem consists of three portions: the innermost pnrtinn is the pith; surrounding thisis a. hard layer of wood, and the outermost. layer is the bark. The wood and the bark areseparated by a very thin juicy layer known as the cambium.
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FIG. 4—PorLiou of a wilted field showing all stages of the disease. Fm. G—Two plants wilted, others healthy.

Fm. 5—Dead plants replaced by cow peas. Plant on left. shows will, on half of one leaf.

FIG. 7—Iu middle stage of wilt. FIG. S——1n last. stage of wilt.
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smallest fibres, upon close examination, are seven to be similarlyaffected. In cases where the woody cylinder is blackened before theadjacent bark shows injury the smaller feeding roots, which passfrom the diseased wood through the still healthy bark die. Theyare infected by or they infect the wood of the central cylinder.When all the roots of a plant are diseased death is naturally morerapid than when a few only are affected, and in such cases the prog-ress of the decay of the stem is out Off by the death of the plant.Thus in the plants most badly diseased the disease does not reach sohigh as in plants less affected. The wood midway up or near the topof such plants shows no blackening, barely a slight yellowish tinge isevident.

SPREAD on THE DISEASE THROUGH THE PLANT.
If one root only be primarily infected the blackening of the woodyparts progresses to that side of the stem nearest the affected root,spreading much more rapidly longitudinally than transversely. Thusit happens that frequently a blackened streak may be traced from asingle diseased root for a considerable distance through the length ofthe plant; sometimes even to a leaf, or to one side of a leaf. In suchcases the side of the leaf bearing the affected woody strand is the firstto wilt, and conversely if a section be made through the stem of a.leaf, one side of which is wilted, it will be found that the correspond-ing woody strands of the stem are blackened.It seems that the infection is first in the root, and that the spreadin the plant is principally longitudinal, although a lateral spreadingleads eventually to the involution of the whole plant.

HOW THE DISEASE DIFFERS FROM “SORE SHIN.”
Several diseases are classed by tobacco growers under the generalnames of “sore shin,” “sore leg,” etc. The Granville wilt mayreadily be distinguished from these by the diseased roots and theblack streaks in the wood. In “sore shin,” too, the plant usually t0p~ples over, while in the Granville wilt the stem remains erect.
FACTS KNOWN CONCERNING THE SPREAD OF THE DISEASE.

Corroborative evidence from tobacco growers seems to establishdefinitely that this diSease increases in violence upon a given fieldyear by year after the first infection. In the first year of its occur—rence in a field, a few plants only may be affected. The next yearthat tobacco follows on this field larger regions are affected. A thirdyear without protracted rest from tobacco growing would probablyin every case bring on conditions as deplorable as those shown in figs.2 and 3, a common sight near C'reedmore.
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FIG. 9—Root in center healthy, others in various stages of disease.

FIG. lO—Root to left badly dlseased; from plant similar to the wilting one showmin Fig. 5.
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It is further noticed that soil once seriously afiected may recoverto some extent and regain its ability to raise healthy tobacco if cropsother than tobacco be raised and no tobacco be put upon the ground.When an afiected field lies at a higher level than healthy soil, andin such position that flood—water may flow from the sick field to thehealthy field, the healthy field will be thereby contaminated. Thereare numerous well marked instances to show that in such cases theaflected region of the second field is primarily that part which re—ceived wash-water and soil from the higher lying affected field. So,too, in a field slightly afi'ected the spread of the disease is with, notacross, the row as though the contagion were carried back and forthin the operations and by the tools of tillage. An instance of this ispresented in fig. 13, where the diseased spots tend to follow the row.

FIG. ll—Root from a plant like that shown in Fig. 8.
DAMAGE.

In regions where the chief money crop must be tobacco, where thesOil is preeminently a tobacco soil, the damage wrought by this diseaseis very great. It does not take merely an occasional plant, butrather the majority of those in the field. The accompanying illus-trations present to the eye a general appearance of some fields nearCreedmore, while the map, fig. 13, may convey still more accuratelyan idea of its devastating effect. So great is‘ the injury on thosefields that it may be called practically complete destruction of thecrop.The disease resides in the soil. A field with only a few sick plantsone season on the next planting will have many, and another plant-ing in tobacco would mean that practically all of the plants must
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succumb. The damage therefore is not measured merely by the loss
of one crop. The greatest loss is the permanent injury to the soil,
prohibiting further culture of tobacco unless some remedy be happily
discovered. HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION.

This disease while apparently new to literature has been known
by the farmers of Granville County for some years. There is some
difficulty in securing reliable data concerning its first appearance on
account of vagueness and inaccuracy of descriptions, and the con-
fusion of the disease with other diseases. It seems qulte certaln
however that at least as long ago as 1881 there was a Serious outbreak
of the wilt near Hester, and that in 1890 and ’91 it was destructive
near Bennehan, the regions between these points meantime becoming
involved. More recently a field near Tar River has been badly
stricken.

VANCECOUNTYIO

i‘ ["7DURHAMCOUNTY

FIG. lQ—Map of portion of Granville County showing diseased regions! it?“
On the accompanying map the shaded regions represent places

where the disease is now known in North Carolina. In many casesthe land in the intermediate country is also sick, and the diseaseprobably exceeds the limits here assigned, though it is positivelystated by people who are familiar with the section that no wilt isfound except between the Tar and Neuse rivers. Further inquirymay show the disease to be of much wider distribution than is hereindicated.
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In its bounds as known at present the disease is not of great sig-nificance to the State, however great may be its burden to individualsliving in the affected sections. It is hardly to be hoped, however,that in the natural course of events the wilt will remain so confined.It has spread and will continue to spread unless checked by intelli-gent management.

THE CAUSE.
Various theories have been advanced by the farmers as to thecause of the malady. Fertilizers, guano, improper crop rotation,climatic conditions, tillage, worms, bugs, conditions of the seed bed,etc., etc.., have all been invoked; but a general concensus of opinionamong careful, observant tobacco growers pronounces each of theseinsufficient to explain the existing conditions. A careful examina-tion of the stem and root fails to reveal the constant presence of anyinsect enemy.If portions of black strands from root, stem, or leaf be examinedmicroscopically the vessels! are invariably found to be filled withmyriads of bacteria.* These are always present in the diseasedparts in great multitudes. They are never present in healthy parts.The known facts concerning the spread of the disease as stated above,agree with the idea. that it is of bacterial origin. It is thereforestrongly presumptive that these germs cause the Granville wilt.The final death of the plant may be due to either of two causes:the stoppage of food and water supply, through the inability of thediseased roots‘ to longer absorb these from the soil in the case of verybadly diseased root systems, or probably more often to a plugging ofthe water conducting tubes in the woody parts of the stem, thuseffectually cutting off the water supply of the plant. A full-sizedtobacco plant transpires or evaporates many ounces of water dailyfrom its leaves, and any cause that operates to diminish or stop thissupply must inevitably result in a wilting of the foliage.That the action is of the nature of a plugging is evident in the caseof one-sided wilt of a plant or leaf when the blackened strands indi-cating the plugged water vessels are clearly seen. to be those leadingto that. part of the leaf or stem showing the first signs of the lVilt.+There seems to be no doubt that the efficient cause of this diseaseis a thrombosis of the vessels by bacteria. Whether these organismsconstitute likewise the initial cause, and can, unaided, affect an en-trance into the plant can be determined only by more complete study.In the present status of the investigation, in the light of the evidenceof both laboratory and field, the only tenable hypothesis is that ofbacterial origin, although such a cause can not be considered as posi-

*;Sma11 living plants or germs, so small that 25,000 of them placed end to end would reachonly an inch."+ The materials on which this study was made were collected at and near Creedmore andHester.
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FIG. 14—A healthy field near Creedmore, N. C.

FIG. 15—A diseased field on similar soil near Creedmore, N. C.
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tively established, until the disease has been produced artificially byinoculating a healthy plant with a pure culture of these germs, anoperation that has as yet not been possible, owing to lack of plants insuitable condition for experimentation.

MEANS or DISTRIBUTION or THE GERMs.
The germs grow and multiply in the affected plants. Upon thedeath and disintegration of the plant they are liberated in the soilwhere they seem to be able to live for considerable time. The im-mensity of their number in a diseased plant furnishes inconceivablehosts, so that even a few diseased stems, roots, or leaves in the fieldwill stock the soil plentifully with the germs. Infected plants orsoil in which infected plants have been or which bears parts of in-fected plants, can therefore convey the disease to healthy fields.Instances have been cited in previous pages where the contagionhas been spread by W'ASIIING from higher land to lower, so, too,may it be carried by any means which can convey soil from a sickto a healthy field, notably through TOOLS, which have been used ondiseased soil. Though apparently reasonably clean, such tools, ifthey bear even a fraction of a spoonful of infected soil, may carryhundreds of germs and thus start an epidemic in the field next culti-vated. The HOOFS of animals or the FEET of laborers, may in a simi-lar way bear the disease—laden soil. WIND passing over an infectedfield may pick up broken bits of sick tobacco plants or germ-ladensoil, and convey these to healthy fields. Infection by wind, however,seems to be rare, possibly because of the germicidal action of thesun’s rays upon the surface layer of soil upon which the wind mustact. It is still an unanswered question whether the germ can livethrough the heat of the curing—house. If it can, an additional meansof dispersal obtains in the manure made from the refuse stalks andstems derived from such plants.

LENGTH OF LIFE on THE GERMS IN THE SOIL.
It is unknown how long the germs can live in the soil without theirfavorite food, the tobacco plant. That they can live from one seasonto the second season following seems certain. A field slightlyaffected one year if put to tobacco the second year after will be moreseriously diseased, and the affection will grow in destructiveness solong as tobacco be cultivated with so short an intervening period.This seems to prove that the increase of germs in the soil is muchmorethan enough to counter-balance the loss occasioned by the winterseason.If tobacco be planted on an affected field that has had no tobaccofor several years, it is found that the field has become more healthful.0.4
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The germs have died in the soil, probably for lack of that food towhich they are particularly adapted. In one case by rotating thecrop so that tobacco did not come again upon the field in fifteen yearsthe disease was completely eliminated. Several cases are knownwhere a rest of five, and even eight years, did not materially restorethe soil to health. From the evidence at hand it appears that thegerm may live as many as eight, but less than fifteen years in thesoildugthout the tobacco plant. Further evidence upon this point isnee e .

METHODS OF PREVENTION.
It is hopeless to attempt to cure a plant after it is once diseased.Prevention must be relied upon. With the knowledge that the dis-ease is caused by living germs rational methods may be adopted toprevent its spread.

PREVENTION OF SPREADING BY SOIL.
Any means which can carry soil from a diseased field to ahealthy field may spread the disease. One of these ways is by wash-ing. In some cases a field now healthy may be protected from higherland that is infected by proper arrangement of dykes.A second means of soil conveyance is by tools. A cultivator or ahoe used in an affected field carries myriads of germs. If such a.hoe be used in an unaffected field these germs will be distributed andthe disease spread. This means of spreading is largely within thecontrol of the farmer. All that is required is such thorough cleansingof tools that no possibility of conveying the germs remains. First,the dirt should be knocked off, then wiped off and the implementfinally cleaned by being thoroughly wet with a solution consisting of

two per cent formalin or five per cent carbolie acid. It is difficult toinsure complete protection against spread by the feet of animals andman, but every possible precaution should be exercised in this par-ticular.
PREVENTION OF SPREAD BY DISEASED PLANTS.

Every diseased plant is veritable culture ground for the germs.
Therefore every such plant and every part of such a plant should be
destroyed by fire. Pull the plants up by the roots, getting all of the
roots possible. Let them dry and then burn them. This precaution in
a badly diseased field diminishes the nourishment at the disposal of
the germs and will probably enable the land to recover more rapidly.
Burning is, however, especially important where but a few plants
in a field are affected. Prompt action here may materially lessen
the rapidity of spread of the disease in the field. It should be borne
in mind that every particle of sick plant burned means the destruc—
tion of millions of the germs.

”3..
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POSSIBILITIEs OF SOIL TREATMENT.

The germs reside in the soil. The possibility of killing them in
the soil therefore arises. Experience with other diseases which in a
similar way winter in the soil leads to but slight hope that any method
of soil sterilization will ever be practicable. This germ is different
from others that have been experimented upon, however, and the im-
portance of the problem demands that a thorough trial be made.
The fact that the seed-bed seldom if ever bears diseased plants

indicates that the heat generated by burning the bed, suffices to kill
the germs. Dis-eased land could doubtless be made healthy by burn-
ing it over in this way, but such a method is clearly out of the ques-
tion. Some chemical cheap enough to render its use practicable maybe found to accomplish the same end, still no great hope of this is to
be entertained.

CROP ROTATION.
A long rotation of crops, one that will bring tobacco back upon the

afiected field only after an intervening period of several years, per-
haps after a period of eight or ten years, seems at present to be the
only recourse for one whose field is now infected. Even with this
precaution it is doubtful whether the disease can be completely eradi-
cated.The tobacco wilt germ has not been proved to be injurious to other
crops, and tobacco-sick soil can probably be safely planted with any
other crop, with the possible exception of such close relatives of thetobacco as the Irish potato and the tomato and egg-plant,

A WILT REsrsTANT KIND OF TOBACCO.
The one means of overcoming the wilt which is most promising to

farmers who own affected soil lies in the discovery of some variety of
tobacco that will not wilt even when planted upon sick soil. Varie-
ties of cotton that can resist the cotton wilt, and of cow peas that canresist the cow—pea wilt have been discovered. There is similar hopein regard to the tobacco wilt. If several plants grow under the sameconditions in infected soil and one of them survive while the otherswilt, this survival may be due to a special resistance on the part of theplant which prevents the encroachment of the parasite. Such aplant should be caused to seed, and its seeds saved with great care,since this ability to resist the disease is a. character that may be trans-mitted to the plant’s offspring. Seeds from resistant plants shouldbe tested on sick soil, and any plants that prove resistant shouldagain be saved as seed plants. A few years of such selection of seedfrom resistant plants may result in the development of a race ofwilt-resistant tobacco similar to the wilt-resistant cotton and cowpeas, which were developed in a similar manner.
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OTHER. \VILTs.

Bacterial Wilts are known to occur among other cultivated plants,notably the Irish potato, tomato and egg plant. Whether these arecommunicable t0 the tobacco, and vice versa, is as yet unknown.The diseases have many points in common.Very similar diseases affect the cotton, cow pea and watermelon,though in each of these cases the wilt is due to an organism (a fun-gus) distinctly different from anything found associated with thetobacco wilt. In these diseases also the rot of the root is not charac-teristic, as it is with the tobacco, nor is the plugging of the vessels bybacteria a feature.
CONCLUSION.

The tobacco wilt is a very serious enemy which not only injuresthe crop, but also depreciates the value of the land affected, inasmuchas it prohibits the growing of tobacco in the affected soils.It is a contagious disease, spreading largely through infected soil.There is a little hope of restoring land that is once affected. Theutmost care should be taken therefore to prevent the spreading ofthe germ by means of infected tools or by any means.The number of germs should be diminished by cleaning up oldfields and by burning all diseased plants in slightly affected fieldsas soon as they are discovered. 'The greatest hope for the redemption of land now affected lies inthe development of a variety of tobacco that can resist the disease.
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